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Abstract

Charting and understanding the full wiring diagram of complex neuronal structures such

as the central nervous system or the brain (Connectomics) is one of the big remaining

challenges in life sciences. Although at first it appears nearly impossible to map out a full

diagram of, e.g., a mouse brain with sufficient resolution to identify each and every con-

nection between neurons, recent technological advances move such an ambitious under-

taking into the realms of possibility without spending decades at a microscope. However

there are still many challenges to address in order to pave the way for fast and systematic

neurobiological understanding of whole networks. These challenges range from a more

robust and reproducible sample preparation to automated image data acquisition, more

efficient data storage strategies and powerful data analysis tools. Here we will review

novel imaging techniques developed for the challenge of mapping out the full connectome

of a nervous system, brain or eye to name just a few examples. The imaging techniques

reviewed cover light sheet illumination methods, single and multi-beam scanning electron

microscopy, and we will briefly mention the possible combination of both light and elec-

tronmicroscopy. In particular wewill review ‘clearing’ and in vivomethods that can be per-

formed with light sheet fluroescence microscopes such as the ZEISS Lightsheet Z.1. We

will then focus on scanning electron microscopy with single and multi-beam instruments

includingmethods such as serial blockface imaging and array tomographymethods.
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Introduction

Visualizing all cells of nervous tissue and their dentritic,
axonal and spine features at the full range length scale from
mm to nm and to build and understand a full circuit plan is
a task requiring a multidisciplinary approach of both light
microscopy (LM) and electron microscopy (EM) to capture
all details from cm to nm. In the past, the opaque nature of

biological tissue and in particular brain tissue have limited
LM approaches to visualize specimen smaller than a few
hundred microns. Just recently, however, novel chemical
approaches in tissue clearing that render organs such as a
mouse brain transparent hold great promise for obtaining
high-resolution LM data of neural connections [1–3].
Centimeter-size samples, such as adult mouse brain, can
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now be imaged at high resolution in whole mount prepar-
ation. This opens a new door to investigate anatomy, neur-
onal projections and functional connections in structurally
intact tissue. Together with new light sheet microscopy tech-
nology, multiple markers can now be localized at cellular
resolution in an entire adult mouse brain in a matter of
hours or a few days [2,4–8].

Mapping all membrane compartments of nervous tissue,
however, goes beyond the resolution limit of LM. Following
a single axon’s course through numerous ultrathin sections
or the classification of a synapses’ type require nanometer
resolution. Until recently, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was the method of choice to generate image data at
the ultrastructural level [9–12]. In recent years, various
technological innovations made scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) superior in several aspects [13]. For instance,
the serial block-face technique [14] eliminates the need to
manually produce hundreds or thousands of serial sections
and image them in small batches with the TEM. This is
achieved by placing a microtome in the SEM chamber that
automatically cuts serial sections between the imaging steps.
This technique allows for a near perfect alignment of the
images in the z (vertical) axis. Image acquisition of large
sample volumes can run reliably for days or even weeks. In
the cases that use of a microtome inside the SEM is not an
option (e.g. additional staining needed, sample has to be con-
served), other recent developments have advanced the auto-
matic production of a large number of physical serial tissue
sections. SEM does not require the mounting of sections on a
TEM grid because the image contrast is mainly generated by
electrons that are scattered back from the sample and thereby
eliminates the need to detect the transmission signal. A large
number of serial sections can therefore be placed on suitable
large solid supports such as silicon wafers or glass slides
[15,16] that can carry hundreds of sections. In addition
placing ultrathin sections on a solid substrate instead of a
TEM grid also improves sample handling. The sections are
less delicate and less prone to beam damage. In addition,
the development of an automated serial section collection
tool and a dedicated workflow for the subsequent SEM image
acquisition significantly decreases sample handling time while
increasing the reliability of the whole procedure [17].

Optical clearing of tissue and light sheet

microscopy

A better understanding of neuronal connections in brain tis-
sue requires, among other techniques, imaging approaches
that provide insight into the anatomy of the projections and
neural connections from structurally intact, i.e., ‘whole
mount’ specimen [18,19]. In its natural state, however, brain
tissue is nontransparent and the free path length of visible

photons is <100 µm limited by scattering and absorption
effects [20]. This obscures most of the tissue’s volume from
any analysis based upon light in the visible wavelength
range of the spectrum. Thus, a tissue preparation step for
LM analysis that renders biological tissue transparent is a
key element for visualizing neuronal networks in a non-
destructive, anatomically and structurally intact way. The
first groundbreaking work toward this goal originates from
the anatomist Werner Spalteholz from the year 1914 [21].
The strategy was and still is to embed or immerse the speci-
men in media of the same refractive index as the tissue, thus
reducing light scattering and absorption and making the
specimen accessible to visual inspection and microscopic
analysis. The methods that have been developed in the past
[22] are mostly based on benzyl alcohol−benzyl benzoate,
an organic solvent that efficiently renders tissue transparent
but involves toxic and corrosive chemicals and reduces the
stability of fluorescent proteins and bio-markers [23,24].
Because fluorescence is the most important contrast in light
microscopy in the life sciences due to its molecular specifi-
city and the vast pool of tools to label single cells and living
animals through genetic modification, benzyl benzoate
based clearing technologies have rarely been used for LM
experiments so far.

It was only in the past few years that novel chemical
approaches have overcome the limitation of opaque tissue.
Pioneering work by Hama et al. [1] in mammalian brain
and Chiang et al. [25] in drosophila brain research has ini-
tiated a very dynamic development of fluorescence-compatible,
non-toxic chemical approaches for optical tissue clearing of
various tissue types and most importantly of mammalian
brain tissue. The methods available today are as diverse as
the tissue types and the biological experiments for which
they have been developed. They are known under the acro-
nyms CLARITY, LUMOS, SeeDB, ClearT, CUBIC, just to
name the most popular ones [2–4,19,26–28]. These newly
emerging technologies are based on mostly non-toxic and
non-corrosive immersion media with optical refractive in-
dices (RI) around 1.38 or 1.45 to match the RI of the respect-
ive tissue of interest. Other variables are the spectral optical
properties as well as the osmotic and rheological properties
that now, together with the RI, have become challenges for
microscopy systems and optics design. In 2014, most of the
major microscopy manufacturers have introduced optics
that match the requirements of at least some of the above-
mentioned clearing methods and the associated sample immer-
sion media. Given the dimension of ∼1 cm of an adult mouse
brain, the focus is on low-magnification optics with large
working distances to access the whole volume of interest.

Fluorescence microscopy of cm-sized specimen at cellular
resolution through conventional optical sectioning tech-
niques such as confocal microscopy takes many weeks.
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The resulting multi-terabyte data sets of an entire mouse brain
sampled at micrometer resolution including multiple detection
channels keep confocal or multi-photon microscopes busy for
many weeks on a single specimen alone. It becomes obvious
that imaging optically cleared tissue specimens require much
faster three-dimensional (3D) microscopes.

In order to deliver the benefit of the new clearing techni-
ques to connectomics and brain mapping projects, 3D fluor-
escence microscopes that operate at imaging rates of 100
frames per second or more are essential. Light sheet fluores-
cence microscopy (LSFM) is a novel imaging modality that
offers the required performance, is compatible with the new
objective lenses and delivers excellent image quality from
samples ranging from mm to cm in size [6–8,23,29–31].

Technically, a light sheet microscope differs from a con-
ventional microscope stand in that the fluorescence excita-
tion and image acquisition are carried out through separate
optical paths which are arranged perpendicular to one
another (Fig. 1a). The light sheet can be generated by either
a cylindrical lens or the rapid scanning of a laser beam and
is aligned exactly with the focal plane of the detection
objective lens (Fig. 1a and b) [5,8,29]. The specimen is
usually positioned vertically in the light sheet. A motorized
stage allows the specimen to be positioned by translation
and rotation around its vertical axis. By moving the speci-
men linearly through the light sheet, 3D volume data are
collected as a series of images (z-stack). The fluorescent
signal emitted by the sample is collected by an objective lens
aligned perpendicular to the plane of illumination utilizing
conventional wide-field technology. Fast and sensitive
cameras serve for detection. Fig. 1c and d show a photo-
graph of the ZEISS Lightsheet Z.1 and a schematic represen-
tation of the beam path (images in Fig. 1 with permission
from [5]).

LSFM is an idea from about 100 years ago [32] but has
only recently been adapted for 3D fluorescence microscopy
[29,33]. The first developments to employ LSFM for
imaging optically cleared tissue were based upon benzyl
alcohol based clearing methods [7,23,30,31,33]. With the
recent introduction of aqueous clearing media, high reso-
lution imaging with dipping immersion objective lenses has
become possible and has potentiated the use of LSFM for
imaging optically cleared specimen [4,26]. Combined with
the improved fluorophore preservation as well as the com-
patibility with techniques such as lipophilic dye tracing,
in situ hybridization and repetitive immunostainings, LSFM
has thus enabled the quick expansion of brain mapping by
LM in the context of numerous neurobiology initiatives
such as the US BRAIN initiative (http://www.braininitiative.
nih.gov/), the European Brain Project (https://www.human
brainproject.eu/), the Japanese contribution to the Human
Brain Project and others. Since 2014, Lightsheet Z.1 (Carl

Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany), the commer-
cially available LSFM, is available with accessories to image
cleared tissue at the higher RIs involved and will thereby
contribute to this popular and growing research field (www.
zeiss.com/lightsheet).

The combinatorial requirement of imaging a specimen at
high resolution to visualize details like cell–cell contacts
and, on the other hand, imaging large volumes to trace con-
nections inevitably leads to the necessity to acquire multiple
z-stacks at adjacent positions that have to be aligned and
stitched in a post-processing step. Typically, a 5× magnifica-
tion overview acquisition of an adult mouse brain will
consist of 8 × 7 positions of 1.5–2 mm field of view per pos-
ition. A full mouse brain sampled under these conditions
(voxels of 1.3 × 1.3 × 1.8 µm) will result in a 1 TB data set
(two color channels). At data acquisition rates of 100–200
MB/s such an overview is generated in a few hours. At
higher magnification (×) and numerical apertures (NA), i.e.
20×/1.0 NA, the image acquisition times and the resulting
data increase accordingly. In particular, the resulting infor-
mation is extremely large and requires a close interaction
between microscopy development and image data analysis
of large data.

Figure 2 shows an example of an optically cleared mouse
brain that has been imaged on a ZEISS Lightsheet Z.1 for
clearing. Figure 2a and b have been acquired with a 5×/0.16
NA overview objective lens while Fig. 2c and d have been
acquired after switching to a higher magnification 20×
objective lens. It is evident that now, with such imaging
methods, systematic information across the whole neuronal
network can be correlated with local structural and molecu-
lar information at high resolution. The data sets are access-
ible to standard image analysis software tools to extract
quantitative information such as cell position, size, spatial
correlation of cell types and molecular properties, e.g.
expression patterns. However for a quantitative analysis of
a whole brain with neuronal network data, the existing ana-
lysis methods have at least to be enriched to accommodate
the extremely large data sets of terabytes to petabytes. In
summary, optical tissue clearing now allows rapid extrac-
tion of anatomical and projection information that can be
used in many fields of neuroscience research, especially
because the described methods can combine molecular-
phenotype information at the resolution of single cells with
neuro-anatomical information. The investigation of func-
tion and dysfunction of such complex systems such as the
mammalian brain as a whole is within reach [19].

Single beam SEM

Today, scanning electron microscopes for life science appli-
cations are mainly using field emission sources to generate
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Fig. 1. The illumination principle of light sheet fluorescence microscopy: the light sheet is projected onto the sample from the side

(a), i.e. perpendicular to the optical axis of the detection lens, hence illuminating the microscope’s entire focal plane. (b) The light

sheet is generated either statically using a cylindrical lens or dynamically by high-frequency scanning of a laser beam. (c) The

ZEISS Lightsheet Z.1. (d) Beampath and functional units of ZEISS Lightsheet Z.1.
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the electron beam (FE-SEM). The major advantages of these
types of SEMs are a brighter, less electrostatically distorted
image with spatial resolutions that are approximately six
times higher compared with conventional electron beam
sources. Because biological samples are often non-conductive,
they need to be coated with a conductive material otherwise
charging under the electron beam can become a problem
degrading the image quality and resolution. Imaging a bio-
logical sample at a low-acceleration voltage is beneficial for
embedded biological samples. Fewer charges build up that
can negatively impact the image formation. FE-SEMs offer
high quality image at low kVs (<3 kV) and thus enable
imaging of challenging non-conductive samples that are
common for biological applications. Especially SEMs that
feature columns with excellent low kV performance such
as the ZEISS GEMINI® design offer optimal results for
imaging biological specimens. A GEMINI® lens accelerates
the electrons to a high potential that is kept throughout the
column and ensures a stable beam that is less susceptible to
external stray field. The beam booster voltage then decele-
rates the electrons to the target landing energy selected by
the operator within the tip of the objective lens. Further-
more, the magnetic–electrostatic lens combination (hence
the name GEMINI® for twin lenses) increases the incident
beam aperture angle at the specimen, which improves both
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the resolution. The
GEMINI® lens design therefore is tuned to deliver excellent
low voltage performance. In addition the option to image
magnetic field-free (i.e. no magnetic field between the final
lens and the sample) offers the possibility to acquire large
distortion-free fields of view. Consequently single frames of
up to 32 k × 32 k pixel images (Atlas, Carl Zeiss Micros-
copy GmbH, Germany) can be used for mosaics covering
large areas and hence increase throughput by reducing first
acquisition time during scanning and later computational
time during post-processing (i.e. less stitching). Resulting
image stacks of sites across serial sections can be exported

Fig. 2. Light sheet fluorescence microscopy: a volume data set from

Thy1-EGFP M-line mouse whole mount brain, optically cleared in

LUMOS clearing agent, co-stained with nuclear propidium iodide. The

sample was kindly prepared and provided by O. Efimova National

Research Center ‘Kurchatov Institute’, Moscow, Russia. LUMOS is a new

clearing method that is particularly easy to apply and that maintains

fluorescence and the sample structure particularly well, making it a

promising new tool for neuroscience. LUMOS is to be published soon.

The sample has been imaged on a ZEISS Lightsheet Z.1 modified for

optically cleared specimen. Data processing and 3D rendering in arivis

Vision 4D software (www.arivis.com). Imaging parameters: (a, b) ZEISS

5×/0.16 NA lens in RI = 1.45 [working distance (WD) = 5.6 mm]; voxel

size: (x:y:z) 1.3 µm × 1.3 µm × 1.75 nm; volume size: 11.1 × 11 × 4.5 mm

(8600 × 8500 pixel and 2588 z-sections), 7 × 7 images are tiled and (c, d)

imaging parameters: ZEISS 20×/1.0 immersion lens for RI = 1.45

(WD = 5.6 mm), voxel size: (x:y:z) 330 × 330 × 500 nm, volume size:

2.9 × 0.9 × 3.25 mm (8950 × 2755 pixel and 6500 z-sections), 7 × 2 images

are tiled.
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and reconstructed with commercially available software
(e.g. ORS Visual SI and others) or freeware (ImageJ/Fiji,
with TrackEM2 or others).

Serial blockface imaging

In 2004, Denk and Horstman [14] successfully proved that
an ultramicrotome can be operated inside the SEM cham-
ber. They could also show that imaging the backscattered
electrons from the blockface of the resin-embedded sample
revealed enough detail to extract scientifically meaningful
data. Since the cycle of cutting sections with the microtome
and imaging the fresh blockface is fully automated, it was
now possible to acquire huge stacks of sequential images of
embedded biological tissue covering volumes previously
only possible using laborious manual serial sections to-
gether with TEM imaging [34]. Since then the method of
serial blockface imaging or SBEM was successfully utilized
by Denk and others to tackle the ‘connectomics challenge’
addressing the mouse retina [35–39] or hippocampus
[40,41] to name a few examples. With its commercialization
by Gatan (3View, Gatan, CA, USA) SBEM saw an in-
creasing use across multiple disciplines where large volume

Fig. 3. Generalized Array Tomography workflow. Sample preparation is

performed by fixation and embedding into a resinblock from which serial

sections can be produced. Serial sections are either cut manually with an

ultramicrotome or automatically, e.g. with the ATUMtome. Serial sections
are then placed on a solid support such as silicon wafers or glass cover

slips. Coverslips allow additional imaging with light microscopy to obtain

correlative AT datasets. Image acquisition is performed on a large number

of serial sections automatically in the SEM with solution package such as

Atlas 5 Array Tomography (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Germany). 3D
reconstruction of the acquired image stacks aligns the individual images

in x, y and z for 3D visualization and further analysis (3D visualization

performed with ORS, Visual SI). Sample optical nerve tissue, with

courtesy of Jeff Lichtman, Harvard, USA.

Fig. 4. Automated serial section collection with the ATUMtome. (a, b)

Setting up the ATUMtome (RMC, Boeckeler Instruments, AZ, USA). (a)

The ATUM is positioned in front of the microtome ready to cut the

resin-embedded sample. After setup the serial sections can be collected

onto, e.g., Kapton tape directly from the water reservoir of the diamond

knife with the possibility to produce hundreds to thousands of sections.

(b) The sections on the Kapton tape are placed on a solid support. Here a

10-cm silicon wafer was used to hold 10 consecutive strips of Kapton

tape with serial sections. Three millimeter TEM grids are placed in the

corners as fiducial markers for easy calibration. Sample with courtesy of

Jeff Lichtman, Harvard, USA.
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ultrastructural data are needed (e.g. structure of cardiac
muscle or ER [42,43]). SBEM imaging however is a destruc-
tive method; the sections so far cannot be collected and are
lost inside the SEM chamber. Loosing the sections and with
them the sample might not be preferable in cases where the
sample is too precious to be lost in one imaging round or
further staining procedures are required.

(Correlative) array tomography

The drawback of losing your sample during SBEM in the
SEM can be addressed by a method now termed ‘array tom-
ography (AT)’ [10,15]. Figure 3 show the generalized work-
flow of using the AT approach. Conventionally serial thin
sections are collected to be imaged in the electron micro-
scope (TEM or SEM) manually. The novel approach is to
produce the serial section automatically [16,17,44,45] and
place them on a solid support (i.e. silicon or glass). The
automated tape collecting ultramicrotome (ATUMtome)
invented by the group of Jeff Lichtman (Harvard, USA) is
now being commercialized by RMC (RMC, Boeckeler, AZ,
USA) (Fig. 4). Techniques such as the ATUMtome (Fig. 4)
automate the process of cutting and collecting hundreds to
thousands of sections on a tape. The serial sections on the
tape are then laid onto a solid substrate, e.g. a wafer
(Fig. 4b) or indium tin oxide (ITO) coated coverslips and
are imaged afterward in the SEM. The resulting serial
images are then aligned and reconstructed into a 3D data set
afterward. Freely available or commercial image processing

software such as ImageJ or Fiji (non-commercial) ORS
Visual SI, Imaris Amira (commercial) just to name a few are
then able to load the individual images in sequence and
perform subsequent alignment and registration procedure
to reconstruct the 3D volume. In addition the sections on
the solid support are not lost and are available for later
imaging or further staining procedures. By placing serial sec-
tions onto glass coverslips correlative array tomography
(CAT) becomes possible. With CAT, sections are first imaged
with the light microscope (LM) to detect fluorescent labels
that are either conserved in the embedded sample or intro-
duced by additional labeling procedures afterward [15]. An
additional benefit of working with serial thin sections is the
resulting improved z-resolution in the LM which is now dic-
tated by the physical thickness of the individual section (e.g.
<50 nm). Dedicated automated SEM imaging solutions tar-
geting AT workflows combined with efficient preparation
methods for serial sectioning [44] provide insight into the
third dimension at nm resolutions. Besides a freely available
software package [17], ZEISS Atlas 5 Array Tomography
(Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Germany) is the first com-
mercially available easy-to-use hardware and software
package for ZEISS SEMs addressing the AT workflow
(Fig. 5). It offers dedicated workflows and automation for
high-speed SEM imaging. Figure 5 shows images of the
working software and gives an impression of the workflow
steps. With Atlas 5 Array Tomography, the serial sections
on a wafer or glass are mounted onto the SEM stage. A
camera picture or even tiled images acquired with a LM can

Fig. 5. Atlas 5 Array Tomography an automated tool for AT. (a) An overview camera image of silicon wafer with serial sections on Kapton tape is

loaded into the Atlas 5 AT correlative workspace. (b) Section boundaries and an unlimited number of ROIs inside the section boundaries can be

selected in a highly automated fashion. (c) Image acquisition of all selected ROIs is performed automatically and if necessary tiling and stitching are

performed by Atlas 5 AT to capture the selected ROIs with the user defined imaging parameters. (c) A small area of the highlighted ROI from (b).

Image parameters: image size 24,000 × 24,000 pixels with 5 nm pixel size. Sample cerebellum, with courtesy of Jeff Lichtman, Harvard, USA.
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be imported and calibrated as the overview image (Fig. 5a).
Once calibrated, sections and unlimited regions of interest
(ROIs) inside the individual section boundaries can be
selected by the user semi-automatically (Fig. 5b). ROIs with
any shape can be scanned over hundreds of serial sections
using either a large single frame or a multi-image mosaic for
each section. Following predefined, multiresolution image
acquisition protocols, user-defined sites within the sections
are then imaged unattended. The results can be investigated
already in the Atlas 5 Array Tomography software (Fig. 5c)
which allows seemless zooming and panning inside the
acquired data and also offers export functionality to further
process the images with dedicated image processing
packages. Atlas 5 Array Tomography also enables correlative
workflows. Two-dimensional (2D) images and 3D image
stacks from optical and confocal microscopes and X-ray
microscopes (XRM) can be integrated and used for correl-
ation, navigation, overview, guiding the user to the interesting
sites for automated imaging. Furthermore, it allows comple-
menting the information of SEMs with XRM and LM infor-
mation to gain new insight into the interdependency of
function and structure and gives a new dimension to micros-
copy and especially correlative approaches.

Multi-Beam SEM

So far, AT techniques are used with standard SEMs and 3D
datasets of volumes of only a few 100 µm edge length with
rather large pixel sizes in the 10 s of nanometers range are
generated [36] even though several weeks of imaging time
are required. Mapping a 1-mm cube of tissue at 20 nm pixel
size and 25 nm section thickness would require about 3
years of acquisition time [46]. Acquiring images at smaller
pixel sizes would not only increase the imaging time but
also the amount of data drastically. Therefore, the demand
for large volume acquisition in connectomics drives the need
for higher throughput in electron microscopy. The max-
imum scan speed of an SEM, however, is given by the elec-
tron dose per pixel required to generate a desired SNR. This
dose is determined by pixel dwell time and beam current, as
well as sample properties and detection efficiency. The
imaging speed of any single-beam SEM at a given resolution
is therefore limited, as increasing beam current will reduce
the resolution at the sample. Moreover, the shortest possible
pixel dwell time is given by the bandwidth of the detectors
and cannot be increased arbitrarily for one single high-
efficiency detector.

Consequently, the Multi-Beam SEM uses many electron
beams and detectors in a single column to bypass the scan
speed and detector bandwidth limit and alleviate Coulomb
interactions. A hexagonal array of 61 electron beams is

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic representation of the multi-beam column concept.

The multiple beamlets are focused onto the sample. Secondary electrons

(dashed lines) emanate from the sample surface and are collected by the

objective lens. The beam splitter projects the secondary electron beams

onto the multi-detector array, where the signal is read out accordingly.

(b) Scanning and detection principle of the Multi-Beam SEM. The

secondary electron signals of the 61 individual beams as seen by the

detector. These are read out while the whole beam bundle is scanned

globally and each individual SE signal on the detector generates an

individual sub-image. (b, lower panel) All single-beam images are

merged forming a hexagonal multi-beam field of view 108 µmwide.
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focused onto a specimen and scanned globally to generate
61 sub-images simultaneously (Fig. 6b). This leads to a very
homogeneous resolution distribution across the complete
multi-beam field of view. The secondary electrons that
emanate from each primary electron spot are collected by
the objective lens and imaged onto a multi-detector device
with 61 channels. Primary and secondary electron beams
are separated with a magnetic beam splitter (Fig. 6a). The
electron optical setup ensures a very high secondary electron
yield. Almost only SEs contribute to the signal. Staining pro-
tocols contrasting membranes by heavy metal accumulation
are well suited for SE imaging and therefore give excellent
results with the Multi-Beam SEM for both ultrathin section
imaging ([43], Fig. 7) and serial blockface imaging (A. L.

Keller et al., submitted for publication). In one scanning
pass, which may take 1 s or less, the Multi-Beam SEM pro-
duces one hexagon of 61 images, resulting in ∼600 MB of
data in total. Therefore, the image acquisition computer
setup of the multi-beam system must be highly parallelized
to accommodate the achievable total data rates. The paral-
lelization of the image acquisition system also ensures scal-
ability to higher numbers of beams.

Altogether, a reduction of image acquisition time by more
than one order of magnitude is possible when compared
with a conventional single-beam SEM. We expect this to
open up new fields of research where nanometer-resolution
imaging over macroscopic areas and volumes is important
and required [47].

Fig. 7. Mouse brain section, collected on kapton tape. The shown hexagonal multi-beam field of view is 108 µm wide and consists of 61 sub-images

taken simultaneously in a single shot and with an acquisition time of 1.3 s at a pixel size of 3.8 nm and a pixel dwell time of 100 ns. The inset in the lower

right corner shows the individual image taken by the central beam. Sample with courtesy of Jeff Lichtman (Harvard, USA).
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Concluding remarks

The ‘connectomics challenge’ of charting and understanding
the full wiring diagram has just begun and will be a major
undertaking that requires significant time and effort. However,
the possibility to collect nanometer resolution data of speci-
mens such as a complete mouse brain in a finite timeframe is
now becoming a reality. Emerging already now however is
that mapping and understanding the collected data will be
colossal effort in parallel to the acquisition. While collecting
the image data is becoming less and less of a bottleneck with
the new methods and hardware the data to be analyzed
pile up faster and faster at the rate of terabytes per day.
Discussing current and upcoming approaches for automated
image analysis however is beyond the scope of this review.
Nevertheless dedicated automated segmentation solutions
are needed to extract all information from the raw data that
we are now able to produce in massive amounts with the
new workflows and microscopes.
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